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Long COVID, also known as long-haul COVID, chronic COVID or long-haul syndrome, refers to

symptoms that persist for four or more weeks after an initial COVID-19 infection.  However, while

this condition has primarily been viewed as a side effect of the actual infection, many are

reporting long COVID symptoms after getting the COVID shot as well,  regardless of brand.

As reported by Science magazine,  “In rare cases, coronavirus vaccines may cause long COVID-

like symptoms,” which can include (but is not limited to) brain fog, memory problems, headaches,

blurred vision, loss of smell, nerve pain, heart rate Kuctuations, dramatic blood pressure swings

and muscle weakness. The feeling of “internal electric shocks” are also reported.

The primary difference  between post-jab long COVID and long COVID symptoms after infection

is that in people who get it from the infection, early treatment was withheld and the resulting

infection severe. Post-jab long COVID, on the other hand, can occur either after very mild

breakthrough infection or no breakthrough infection at all.

Reluctance to Publicly Address Post-Jab Long COVID

In January 2021, National Institutes of Health researchers initiated testing and attempted

treatment of patients suspected of having long COVID following their shot, but for unknown

reasons the investigation petered out by the end of the year, leaving patients high and dry, without

answers.

According to Science, NIH researchers did continue their work “behind the scenes,” and other

researchers, worldwide, have also started studying the phenomenon. Still, there appears to be

extreme reluctance to addressing post-jab long COVID symptoms publicly. Why?

Dr. Avindra Nath, clinical director at the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke

(NINDS) and the one leading the NIH’s investigation into long COVID, gives us a clue.

“Probing possible side effects presents a dilemma to researchers: They risk fomenting

rejection of vaccines that are generally safe, effective, and crucial to saving lives,”

Science writes.  “‘You have to be very careful’ before tying COVID-19 vaccines to

complications, Nath cautions. ‘You can make the wrong conclusion … The implications

are huge.’”

In other words, it’s all about protecting the vaccine industry, which has now merged with and

become the experimental gene therapy industry.

Meanwhile, the human test subjects are left to suffer — many of whom don’t even realize that

they ARE test subjects. They bought the “safe and effective” and “rigorously tested” lies. In Nath’s

defense, he tried to publish a case series on about 30 of these patients but medical journals

refused to publish it.

What’s Causing Long COVID?

As for the mechanisms behind long COVID, opinions vary. Research  presented  by Dr. Bruce

Patterson at the International COVID Summit in Rome, in September 2021, suggests monocytes,

shown to cause lung damage in patients with acute COVID, are also involved in long COVID.

In summary, the inKammatory cytokines that are supposed to trigger T cell activation fail to do so

in some people, resulting in an inadequate antiviral response. Instead of T cells — which are

needed to quell the infection — B cells and a particular subset of monocytes are elevated. As

described by HealthRising.org:

“When they used antibodies to look for evidence of coronavirus proteins in the

monocytes ... they found them — in spades. Seventy-three percent of the ‘non-classical’

monocytes in long-COVID patients carried the coronavirus proteins ...

These types of monocytes have often been thought to be anti-inPammatory, but recent

studies show that they can, in some situations, produce pro-inPammatory cytokines.

They’re mostly involved in ‘trash cleanup,’ and the antiviral response ...

The authors believe these monocytes were drawn to coronavirus-infected cells in the

blood vessels, where they ingested them, and then put a coronavirus protein on their

surface to alert the immune system.

The problem in long COVID occurs when they are drawn to the blood vessels and injure

them, or cause the blood vessels to inappropriately dilate.

These nonclassical monocytes are the only monocytes to carry the CX3CR1 receptor,

which when it binds to fractalkine, turns on an anti-apoptotic protein that allows the

monocytes to survive longer than usual. It also causes the monocytes to revert from their

anti-inPammatory state, and start pumping out pro-inPammatory cytokines.

These are important steps as most monocytes die within a few days, and having very

long-lived (up to at least 16 months) coronavirus protein-carrying monocytes is a crucial

aspect of Patterson’s hypothesis ...

The monocyte binding also triggers the production of VEGF — which Patterson reports is

elevated in almost all long haulers. VEGF then dilates the blood vessels causing,

Patterson thinks, feelings of fullness in the head, migraines, and perhaps cognitive

problems.”

The Autoantibody Theory

Another theory, put forth by Harald Prüss, a neurologist at the German Center for

Neurodegenerative Diseases and the Charité University Hospital in Berlin, is that antibodies

targeting the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein might be causing “collateral damage.” As reported by

Science:

“In 2020, while hunting for antibody therapies for COVID-19, [Prüss] and his colleagues

discovered that of 18 antibodies they identi`ed with potent effects against SARS-CoV-2,

four also targeted healthy tissues in mice — a sign they could trigger autoimmune

problems ...

Over the past year, research groups have detected unusually high levels of

autoantibodies, which can attack the body’s own cells and tissues, in people after a

SARS-CoV-2 infection.

In Nature in May 2021, immunologists Aaron Ring and Akiko Iwasaki at Yale School of

Medicine and their colleagues reported  `nding autoantibodies in acute COVID-19

patients that target the immune system and brain; they are now investigating how long

the autoantibodies persist and whether they can damage tissues ...

In a paper Prüss and his colleagues are about to submit, they describe `nding

autoantibodies that attack mouse neurons and other brain cells in at least one-third of

those patients.”

Researchers are also investigating whether post-jab long COVID might be due to autoantibodies

against the angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptor,  which is the target of the spike

protein.

Other Working Theories

Other working theories include aberrant immune response caused by persistent activation of a

particular subset of T cells,  particularly in those whose long COVID symptoms include

neurological complications.

Persistent microscopic blood clots is another theory being worked on by Resia Pretorius, a

physiologist at Stellenbosch University in South Africa.

She and her colleagues have published  preliminary evidence showing microscopic blood clots

can linger long after the SARS-CoV-2 infection clears. These clots then interfere with oxygen

delivery, which can help explain symptoms such as brain fog.

Yet another theory is that the symptoms are caused by residual spike protein lodged in your

tissues and organs — including your gut — which can take well over a year to clear after a serious

infection.  As reported by Medical News Today:

“Researchers investigated the antigens of SARS-CoV-2 — the virus that causes COVID-19

— present in blood plasma samples collected from individuals with long COVID and

typical COVID-19 infection.

They found that one particular SARS-CoV-2 antigen — the spike protein — was present in

the blood of a majority of long COVID patients, up to a year after they were `rst

diagnosed with COVID-19. In patients with typical COVID-19 infection, however, the spike

protein was not detected.

This `nding provides evidence for the hypothesis that SARS-CoV-2 can persist in the

body through viral reservoirs, where it continues to release spike protein and trigger

inPammation.”

In an effort to identify long COVID biomarkers, the researchers measured levels of three SARS-

CoV-2 antigens: spike protein, the S1 subunit of the spike protein and the nucleocapsid (outer

protein coat) of the virus.

All three antigens were found in the blood of 65% of the long COVID patients tested, but the spike

protein was the most common, and remained elevated the longest. So, in short, a hallmark of

long COVID is the long-term presence of spike protein, and spike protein is precisely what the

COVID jabs are instructing your cells to create.

Granted, the spike protein produced by your cells in response to the shot is genetically altered, so

it’s not perfectly identical to the spike protein found on SARS-CoV-2 (which by the way also

appears to be manmade), but regardless of their source, the spike protein appears to be a key

pathogenic factor.  As such, it makes sense that many COVID jab recipients are reporting long

COVID-like symptoms, as their bodies are continually producing them.

mRNA Shots Injure Hearts of ALL Recipients

Contrary to initial claims, we know the mRNA in the COVID shots travel throughout the body and

accumulate in various organs. The cells in those organs then end up expressing the spike protein

long term.

“ Swiss research found ALL mRNA jab recipients
suffered some level of heart injury, even if they
were asymptomatic.”

Aside from the reproductive organs, your heart is a primary target, and recent Swiss research

found the rate of subclinical myocarditis is hundreds of times more common than clinical

myocarditis. Interestingly, while other studies have found higher post-jab myocarditis rates in

men, here, it was far higher in women.

An estimated 1 in 27 women who got an mRNA COVID shot had evidence of myocardial injury.

What’s more, they concluded that ALL recipients suffered some level of heart injury, even if they

were asymptomatic. In the video above, Dr. Vinay Prasad reviews this study and what it means to

have subclinical myocarditis. As reported by The Daily Skeptic:

“Crucially, the study found elevated troponin levels — indicating heart injury — across all

vaccinated people ... This indicates the vaccine is routinely injuring the heart (an organ

which does not heal well) and that the known injuries are just the more severe instances

of a far larger number occurring right across the board ... These are not rare events, as is

often claimed by medical authorities and in the media. They are alarmingly common.”

COVID Jab Deaths Are Being Buried

All in all, evidence shows the COVID jabs are an absolute health disaster, yet our health agencies

are doing nothing to prevent it. On the contrary, they’ve doubled and tripled down on their COVID

shot recommendations while simultaneously burying incriminating evidence.

In “How FDA and CDC Are Hiding COVID Jab Dangers” I detail how the U.S. Food and Drug

Administration and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention are refusing to release

relevant data, have lied about trial indings, and even more egregiously, are now manipulating

databases to artiicially eliminate safety signals and hide excess jab-related deaths.

How to Treat Long COVID

While treatment for post-jab injuries, which include long COVID-like symptoms, is still in its early

stages, there is hope. A number of doctors, scientists and COVID specialty groups are

investigating remedies and working with affected patients. These include:

• The FLCCC treatment protocol — The Frontline COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance (FLCCC) has

developed protocols both for those struggling with long COVID and those injured by the

COVID jabs. You can download both from covid19criticalcare.com.

• Spike protein detox — Remedies that can help inhibit, neutralize and eliminate spike protein

have been identiied by the World Health Council. Inhibitors that prevent the spike protein

from binding to your cells include Prunella vulgaris, pine needle tea, emodin, neem,

dandelion extract and the drug ivermectin. Dr. Pierre Kory, of FLCCC, believes ivermectin

may be the best approach to bind the circulating spike protein.

Spike protein neutralizers, which prevent the spike from damaging cells, include N-

acetylcysteine (NAC), glutathione, fennel tea, star anise tea, pine needle tea, St. John’s wort,

comfrey tea and vitamin C.

Time-restricted eating (TRE) can help eliminate the toxic proteins by stimulating autophagy,

and nattokinase, a form of fermented soy, is helpful for reducing blood clots, Several

additional detox remedies can be found in “World Council for Health Reveals Spike Protein

Detox.”

• Nutritional support — “Treating Long-Haul Syndrome” lists nutritional supplements

recommended for long COVID by Dr. Al Johnson, such as vitamin C (to calm inKammation),

vitamin D (for overall immune function optimization), glutathione (to quell inKammation) and

NAC (as a precursor to glutathione).

Dr. Peter McCullough reports having had some success treating neurological symptoms

with Kuvoxamine, an SSRI antidepressant, and a March 2022 review paper  suggests

combating the neurotoxic effects of the spike protein using the Kavonoids luteolin and

quercetin.

An international collaboration involving researchers in Israel and the U.S. has also developed

what they claim is a “breakthrough” proprietary nutritional formula for long COVID called

“Restore.” Study  results suggest each of the reported symptoms were alleviated in 72% to

84% of study participants after four weeks of standalone use. As reported by The Jerusalem

Post:

“The supplement contains nutrients and plant bio-extracts for critical immune

restoration after surviving a viral infection, with ingredients including zinc, vitamin D,

quercetin, bromelain, St. John’s wort, Indian frankincense and beta caryophyllene, a

cannabinoid CB2 agonist (agonists turn protein molecule receptors on; antagonists

turn them off).”

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews

it has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,128 ratings

ORDER NOW
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This report by Dr. Mercola is of far-reaching importance and contains important sources of information. In this article: 8 WAYS SPIKE

PROTEIN HARMS THE BODY AND HOW TO REMOVE IT. The signature protein of COVID-19 and the vaccine can undermine cell function

with long-lasting effects. Evidence is showing that the spike protein of biological weapons called "vaccines" damage the immune

system and cause death and serious illness, predisposing the body to prolonged covid. The article with multiple schemes is very well

written and explains the mechanism by which the spike protein attacks different organs of the body that are vital for health, such as the

intestine, kidneys, lungs and different degrees of oxidation of the organs, which it leads to more cells dying prematurely and putting the

body into a hyper-oxidized state, which can further increase the risk of cancer.

Spike proteins damage mitochondria, possibly causing prolonged COVID. Nutrients, plants and detoxiication methods are exposed.

www.theepochtimes.com/how-to-remove-harmful-spike-protein-from-your-bo..  (2022). As reported by Dr. Mercola important nutrients

and cofactors for mitochondrial function are all B vitamins, magnesium, omega-3 fat, CoQ10, PQQ. acetyl-L-carnitine, D-ribose and

alpha lipoic acid. Exercise is also important for mitochondrial health and function. Fasting and not eating at night (fasting from 16 to 18

hours) is healthy for the mitochondria, exercise and of course a good diet loaded with nutrients and phytochemicals. Fisetin, quercetin

and curcumin are excellent senolytics to restore mitochondrial function. Investigative journalist Sharyl Attkisson is recording all known

cases of Covid-19 “vaccine” injuries and deaths in an updated list on her website.

sharylattkisson.com/2021/09/exclusive-summary-covid-19-vaccine-concern..  (10/28/2022)
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The severe censorship of doctors and scientists like Dr. Mercola who have reported preventive and primary treatments has

caused many deaths and serious effects of "vaccines". These are the culprits: DHS: HERE IS A LIST OF TOP COVID

MISINFORMATION SPREADERS YOU SHOULD INVESTIGATE ASAP DHS is now going after COVID misinformation spreaders

considering them terrorist threats. Here's my list of people I think they should be investigating. The irst and the list: Biden,

Rochelle Walensky, Fauci, Vivek Murthy and Bill Gates. There is also a list of corporate broadcasters, docket list of corporate

bosses and media, political and institutional judges, plus a great honorable mention list of science truth destroyers.

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/dhs-here-is-a-list-of-top-covid-misinformat..  (08/02/2022).-------------- MODERNA’S COVID-19 SHOT

MAY CAUSE TWO TO THREE TIMES AS MANY HEART-RELATED SIDE EFFECTS AS PFIZER’S, ACCORDING TO A NEW CANADIAN

STUDY. THE RATES OF MYOCARDITIS AND PERICARDITIS IN INDIVIDUALS WITHIN 21 days of getting their second shot were

35.6 and 22.9 per million doses, respectively, for Moderna compared to 12.6 and 9.4 per million for Pizer, the research found.

Dylan Housman. palexander.substack.com/p/modernas-covid-19-shot-may-cause?utm_source=..  (11/14/2022)
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Thanks, Gui, good advice and expression, like saying truth destroyers. Let's speciic name the New York Times (NYT) as one of

the COVID (vaccine) misinformation spreaders, so they should be considered a terrorist threat by the US government also. I'm

sure NYT is reading this, as they always search for something to attack the great spreader of truth, dr. Mercola. Let's send them a

message. > > "So NYT, now that you have been informed by dr. Mercola, that the Covid vaccines cause damage to the hearts of

ALL vaccinated, why don't you print that on the front-page of your newspaper, and other NYT media, including your excuses to dr.

Mercola. And also, give excuses to your readers/ viewers, because you fooled them.

And don't forget to mention how generous dr. Mercola is to donate up to $100.000 to help a good cause, the National Vaccine
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Is Long-COVID the Elephant in the Room?
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

Long COVID refers to symptoms that persist for four or more weeks after an initial

COVID-19 infection. Many are also reporting long COVID symptoms after getting the

COVID shot

)

Symptoms of long COVID include but are not limited to brain fog, memory problems,

headaches, blurred vision, loss of smell, nerve pain, heart rate Kuctuations, dramatic

blood pressure swings and muscle weakness. The feeling of “internal electric

shocks” are also reported

)

The primary difference between post-jab long COVID and long COVID symptoms after infection is that in people who get it from the

infection, early treatment was withheld and the resulting infection severe. Post-jab long COVID, on the other hand, can occur either after very

mild breakthrough infection or no breakthrough infection at all

)

Several different theories about the mechanisms behind long COVID are reviewed, as are treatment options)

Swiss research has found the rate of subclinical myocarditis is hundreds of times more common than clinical myocarditis after mRNA

injection, and ALL mRNA shot recipients had elevated troponin levels, indicating they had some level of heart injury, even if they were

asymptomatic

)
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And don't forget to mention how generous dr. Mercola is to donate up to $100.000 to help a good cause, the National Vaccine

Information Center. Why don't you, the NYT, do the same?" < < * * * Today's article had several theories to explain Long Covid,

based on different symptoms believe to have different causes, but I think these theories should be one, all infected get all the

symptoms but varied in expression in the body in strength and location, just because people's bodies react different. * * * My

question is, is it wise to dissolve blood clots? As they are there for a reason, to prevent bleeding. You don't want bleeding in your

brain.
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Dear Gui, talking about Covid remedies, lowering inKammation is helpful. You mentioned a connection between isetin - NO. So

here is an interesting study to lower inKammation in the colon. Important in Covid, but also in inKammatory bowel disease (IBD),

colon cancer, and it's also about Fisetin and NO. They have found a way to trigger a natural defense mechanism that prompts the

body itself to alleviate intestinal inKammation, using two natural substances: isetin and citrulline. When given together, the

supplements promoted the manufacture of NO exclusively in cells of the inner lining of the gut.

Most important, in mice, the symptoms of an inKammatory disease in the gut improved signiicantly. The treatment also had a

beneicial effect on colon cancer, which is known to be aggravated by gut inKammation. In mice with tumors of the colon,

intestinal inKammation subsided, and their tumors decreased in number and size after receiving the supplements.

www.sciencedaily.com/.../180530113115.htm  (2018)
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Gui & Pete, just a question? In light of the tsunami of constant negatives on the Jab/s, what are the said outcomes in China or

Russia? Is the memory working? Didn't they have their own, independent Jab/s, formula? Are they having the same, or similar

negatives or their own special blend of negative's?
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What seems certain, JUST, is that the "vaccines" in China and Russia caused serious damage, but surely the fascist governments

hid it. China has two WHO-licensed vaccines, private drugmaker Sinovac Biotech's and state-owned Sinopharm's COVID-19

vaccines for children. Both use inactivated viruses to provoke an immune response in the patient Several children in mainland

China developed leukemia after receiving the COVID-19 vaccine. The children were in peak health before the injection. A father

who called himself Li Jun from China's Gansu province shared how his daughter suffered from the COVID-19 vaccine.

Her four-year-old daughter developed a fever and cough after receiving her irst dose of the COVID-19 vaccine in November

2021, but these subsided after intravenous therapy. However, things took a turn for the worse after Li's daughter received the

second dose of the vaccine from her in January. The girl experienced swelling around her eyes, pain in her legs, and bruising to

her lower extremities. A few weeks after the second dose of the COVID-19 vaccine, Li's daughter was diagnosed with acute

lymphoblastic leukemia. She is now undergoing chemotherapy at Lanzhou No. 2 People's Hospital in the provincial capital, along

with at least 20 other children who developed identical symptoms. “My baby was perfectly healthy before the vaccine dose. I

took her in for a health check, [and] everything was normal,” Li said. More cases in the link.

greatgameindia.com/children-leukemia-covid-vaccines  (2022)
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Thanks Pete. This report is very comprehensive. GENE-BASED VACCINATION—WHAT VADIS?. By Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi, Dr. Karina

Reiss, and Dr. Michael Palme Any and all mRNA “vaccines” will incite self-destructive processes in the lymphatic organs and

blood vessels throughout the body. The immense dangers of self-harming events occurring within the immune control network

have been outlined. They include reactivation of latent infections (eg, herpes simplex, shingles, EBV, CMV, tuberculosis,

parasites), reduced ability to control new infections, and activation or reactivation of neoplasms. At the same time, a concerted

immune attack will be mounted against the vessel walls, whenever and wherever endothelial cells are transfected (Figure 4).

In the case of SARS-CoV-2, spike protein-speciic cytotoxic T cells are known to be widely present in the blood of healthy

individuals. This may be due to previous infection with this virus, but alternatively also due to immunological cross-reactivity with

other related coronaviruses. With the appearance of speciic antibodies, the attack on cells carrying foreign proteins will be

multiplied and intensiied by the action of complement and phagocytic cells. Blood clots that form as a result of endothelial

injury will lead to circulatory disturbances. Ischemic cell death will have irreversible consequences on the central nervous system

and the heart.in the link www.globalresearch.ca/.../5797968  (05/11/2022)
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Yes, PETE, the building blocks of aging include cellular senescence, telomere dysfunction, impaired proteostasis, mitochondrial

dysfunction, dysregulated nutrient sensing, genomic instability, progenitor cell depletion, impaired intercellular communication,

and epigenetic) .alterations) that contribute to age-related dysfunction and chronic disease. The increase in low-grade

inKammation associated with aging may lead to an exaggerated response to an acute COVID-19 infection. Dysfunction of the

innate immune system leading to decreased clearance of senescent cells and/or increased formation of senescent cells could

contribute to the accumulation of senescent cells with aging and viral infections. These processes may contribute to an

increased risk of long-term sequelae from COVID-19 in older or chronically ill patients.

Therefore, senolytics such as isetin can extend lifespan and alleviate chronic diseases and multimorbidity linked to fundamental

aging processes. www.sciencedirect.com/.../S1931524421002590  The increase in low-grade inKammation associated with

aging may lead to an exaggerated response to an acute COVID-19 infection. Dysfunction of the innate immune system leading to

decreased shedding of senescent cells and/or increased formation of senescent cells could contribute to the accumulation of

senescent cells with aging and viral infections. These processes may contribute to an increased risk of long-term COVID-19

sequelae in older or chronically ill patients.
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Complications of SARS-CoV-2 include cytokine storm and multi-organ failure mediated by the same factors that often produce

SnCs through their secretory senescence-associated phenotype (SASP). SASP can be ampliied by infection-related

pathogen-associated molecular proiling factors. Senolytic agents, such as Fisetin, selectively remove CnCs and delay, prevent,

or alleviate multiple disorders in aged experimental animals and animal models of human chronic diseases, including obesity,

diabetes, and respiratory disease. experts.umn.edu/en/publications/isetin-for-covid-19-in-skilled-nursin..  (2021)

www.sciencedirect.com/.../S1931524421002590  (2021) In this study, Glabridin (a component of licorice), catechin and isetin

had the greatest tendency to interact with the main COVID-19 protease.

www.tandfonline.com/.../07391102.2021.1906749  (2021) the results of this study indicated that Kolaviron (contained in

Garcinia kola), apigenin, isetin are possible putative inhibitors of the main protease of SARS-COV2 with low or no toxicity

effects. assets.researchsquare.com/iles/rs-51350/v1/338f4dbf-1ebc-40a4-bae3-19..  (2021) Fisetin was originally identiied in

a review of Kavonoids that could prevent oxidative stress-induced nerve cell death. Of the 30 Kavonoids tested in this study,

isetin was one of the most potent. www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../11182299
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Fisetin has been shown to be effective in preventing the development and/or progression of multiple neurological disorders,

including Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease, Huntington's disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, stroke (both ischemic

and haemorrhagic) and also traumatic brain injury. as to reduce age-associated changes in the brain. These actions include its

well-characterized anti-inKammatory and antioxidant effects, as well as more recently described effects on the regulated cell

death oxytosis/ferroptosis pathway, the gut microbiome, and its senolytic activity, processes that promote COVID and “ vaccines"

content.iospress.com/.../bpl200104  (2020).------ Recent advances point to cellular senescence, a change in cellular state related

to aging, as a critical regulator of hyperinKammation caused by SARS-CoV-2.

SARS-CoV-2, like other viruses, can induce senescence and exacerbate the senescence-associated secretory phenotype (SASP),

which is largely composed of proinKammatory factors, extracellular matrix degraders, complement activators, and procoagulants

secreted by senescent. cells. These effects are increased in older people who have a higher proportion of pre-existing senescent

cells in their tissues. SASP factors may contribute to a 'cytokine storm', tissue-destroying immune cell iniltration, endothelialitis

(endotheliitis), ibrosis, and microthrombosis. Preclinical and early clinical studies indicate that targeted killing of senescent

cells may offer a new therapeutic opportunity to attenuate clinical deterioration in COVID-19 and improve resilience after

infection with SARS-CoV-2 or other pathogens. www.nature.com/.../s41577-022-00785-2  (2022)
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Thanks Gui for more info, like on isetin. * Hi Steve if you are really interested to know then you can ind your answer here:

en.wikipedia.org/.../Sputnik_V_COVID-19_vaccine  . However, what is the point to know? All the Covid vaccines are useless

because the virus mutates rapidly. The latest booster is already obsolete as it supposed to protect against the Omicron variant,

which is already replaced by another dominant Covid variant. The spike in itself (without virus, like in vaccines) is already harmful

as it also attaches to platelets ACE2 receptors, causing clotting and inKammation. Maybe this study found what to do against it.

Study title is: Melatonin effect on platelets and coagulation in Covid-19 pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35944663  So go in the

Near-Infra red light (sun or sauna or NIR Lightbulbs) to make the protective melatonin in the mitochondria. It also lowers

inKammation. * * * Dr Mobeen Sayed just have a new video about Long Covid and explain in simple terms about the role of ACE 2

anti-bodies, with research links in the description box www.youtube.com/watch  . He explains this study, called A Possible Role

for Anti-idiotype Antibodies in SARS-CoV-2 Infection and Vaccination (NEJM) www.nejm.org/.../NEJMcibr2113694  (2022)
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Well, the question is why a different formula? Is it just a cover for their populations to believe they are getting something better?

Is it to test drive to get other desired results? Being as there is so much iniltration into all Gov'ts by WEF how can there be sides,

so much has been global coordination? Just wondering how the outcomes do or do not match up beside one another. Being as

they are all damaging no matter what still shows puppet masters pulling strings.
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Seriously, I did not even know the NYT was in business before they attacked the good doctor. I thought they had ceased

publication like most papers. That is how irrelevant they are, the CNN of newspapers.
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Hi, Gui. I believe that "Long Covid" is a lie...one of many! "“When they used antibodies to look for evidence of coronavirus proteins

in the monocytes ... they found them — in spades. Seventy-three percent of the non-classical’ monocytes in long-COVID patients

carried the coronavirus proteins ..." -- Coronavirus proteins does not equate to "Covid-19". Coronaviruses are a family of hundreds

of different cold viruses! How can they possibly narrow it down to "covid"? What test do they use to "detect" covid? Consider that

we are being poisoned from every direction...drugs, "food", land, air and water! "They" could be spraying pathogens in the sky

(which is already well documented).

The short list of what they're spraying: Aluminium, Barium, Strontium, Manganese, Graphene Oxide, Polymer Fibers...

Additionally; they could add viruses/bacteria to the food supply, water supply; and who's to stop them? Does anyone on this site

doubt for one second that these Luciferian Psychopaths would do such a thing? Look around you! The one thing I know for

certain, is that the nanobot shot is a BIOWEAPON! People should stop using the term "Gene Therapy". This is just another LIE! --

"therapeutic thr-pyootk adjective: Having or exhibiting healing powers. Of or relating to the medical treatment of a disease or

condition. Of or pertaining to the healing art; concerned in discovering and applying remedies for diseases; curative." ...so many

distractions from the real threat.
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Gui; you just highlighted the biggest Elephant In The Room! "The children were in peak health before the injection". There are

Billions of us who have been healthy throughout this psyops (some more than others), going on 3 years now; and the

psychopathic criminals would have us believe that the only way to stay healthy, is to be injected with nanobots that will alter our

DNA, will probably keep us in a sickly state for the rest of our lives - and could quite possibly kill us; quickly! If people can't see

the grievous crimes being committed here; then what hope is there for humanity?
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Many thanks, Gui - as always, well-researched advice. Beyond keeping our immune systems as robust as possible, what should

we do if a true Spanish Ku-type virus shows up, and how will we know? So thankful to you, Dr. M and other posters for my refusal

to take the jab. (A lot of pressure from many angles to submit.) Also, Petesmith, love this: "So NYT, now that you have been

informed by dr. Mercola, that the Covid vaccines cause damage to the hearts of ALL vaccinated, why don't you print that on the

front-page of your newspaper. And also, give excuses to your readers, because you fooled them. And don't forget to mention how

generous dr. Mercola is to donate up to $100.000 to help a good cause, the National Vaccine Information Center. Why don't you,

the NYT, do the same?"
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Randy, surely we can talk about Long-COVID for those subjected to genetic weapons and their many contaminants. In this article

the German Working Group for the Analysis of Vaccines against COVID an international network of more than sixty: scientists,

doctors, mathematicians, lawyers and others who have committed themselves to carrying out in-depth laboratory analyzes of

so-called "vaccines" against covid-19 and to report their indings to the public present interesting information. Working in

multiple labs and countries, the group has analyzed so-called "vaccines" from Moderna, BioNTech/Pizer, AstraZenica and

Johnson and Johnson and the blood of people who have been injected with them.

They have used: scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), mass spectroscopy (MS),

inductively coupled plasma (ICP) analysis, brightield microscopy (BFM), ield microscopy (DFM) and Live Blood Image

Diagnostics, as well as image analysis using Artiicial Intelligence. In the link a summary of their indings: MORE THAN 60

SCIENTISTS COLLABORATING BETWEEN MULTIPLE LABORATORIES IN SEVERAL NATIONS REVEAL WHAT IS REALLY IN THE

INJECTIONS AND WHAT IS HAPPENING TO THE INJECTION VICTIMS' BLOOD. drtrozzi.org/.../whats-really-in-the-covid-vaccines

 (09/23/2022)
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A group of independent German scientists also found toxic components, mostly metals, in all the COVID vaccine samples they

analyzed, “without exception”, using modern medical and physical measurement techniques. The COVID Vaccine Testing Task

Force says some of the toxic elements found inside vials of vaccines from AstraZeneca, Pizer and Moderna were not listed on

manufacturers' ingredient lists. The indings “build on the work of other researchers in the international community who have

reported similar indings, including Dr. Young, Dr. Nagase, Dr. Botha, Dr. Flemming, Dr. Robert Wakeling, and Dr. Noak,” Dr. Janci

Lindsay, Ph.D., a toxicologist who was not involved in the study, told The Epoch Times.

“The number and consistency of contamination claims alone, coupled with the disturbing silence from global safety and

regulatory agencies, is troubling and disconcerting in terms of 'transparency' and the continuing accusations by these agencies

that vaccines genetics are 'safe'”. Lindsey added. In the link the metallic elements found.

www.globalresearch.ca/unusual-toxic-components-found-covid-vaccines-wi..  (08/22/2022)
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"The feeling of “internal electric shocks..." is more than likely caused by all of the metals in the vaccines found by an independent

German study:  s3.documentcloud.org/documents/22140176/report-from-working-group-of-v..
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Thanks for the reply, Gui. That link to Dr. Trozzi only leads to a blank page. I see that you frequent GlobalResearch. I once

received all of their newsletters; then one day, they stopped coming...so "mysterious"! What's going on here is; and has been

diabolical! Those evil psychopaths have total disregard for human life! I imagine that most of them would sell their own mother,

for a price. There is now much talk about bringing back the mandates (to keep us from getting sick), even though they are also

saying the "covid" is pretty much behind us! I've been warning people that the mandates would return and that Complacency is

not an option! The global agendas are now switching into high gear. I can hear them shouting in their back rooms: "We have to

get them, before they have any more time to igure out what's really happening to them!".
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Once you wake up to the agenda and how it's run... continue as most everyone here already has and just don't comply with the

ongoing full swing soft kill eugenical cull as has been recommended by Dr. Mercola for decades already. Prevention, not "cures"...

that's for the gene altered long Covid zombies to try to igure out if they even really care to at this point. I haven't met one that

wants the "antidote" to the poison... not interested. Might be best if those gene altered breeding pairs that do manage to survive

to be eventually quarantined to the Island of Dr. Moreau to see what develops, might be something useful like different strains of

sterile working Deltas, Gammas and Epsilons for mining or service work or injecting more targets for Long Covid transformation

as required like in BNW/1984/Things to Come/THX 1138, The Next Million Years etc.

www.alanwattsentientsentinel.eu/.../currentEnglish.html
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Tra la la, today's breaking newsstory: BioNTech Expands Global Footprint by Acquiring GMP Manufacturing Site to Establish First

mRNA Facility in Singapore - inance.yahoo.com/news/biontech-expands-global-footprint-acquiring-013..  - - Someone

mentioned the Chinese vaccine may not be working, so their govt has been interested in the west's mRNA versions. Oh my.
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Thank you for your (not so common) sense, Randyfast. Forget “COVID” - short or long. Even Dr M talks of “the COVID pandemic”

as though it were fact. Repeat a lie often enough and it becomes “true”. Excess mortality is still attributed to a viral pandemic

that never was - but, according to Reiner Fuellmich, there was a pandemic of PCR testing - i.e. another con to kickstart the

corona virus global sh*t show. The tricks of the trade included dollars for diagnosis, the evidence of funeral directors hushed up,

the nursing home scandals, the desperation to get kids at zero risk of infection vaxxed.

When the ignorant talk of so-and-so having “got COVID” or ask me if I have been tested, I tell them: “switch off your TV.” You

obviously “get COVID” in much the same way as you “get religion”. The technique of the con artist is always the same: take a

little bit of truth and dress it up in fancy clothes to fool the gullible. So yes, there is a PCR test but it’s not a diagnostic. Yes, there

is such a thing as climate change, but it is not caused by CO2 emissions and no amount of wind mills, electric cars and fake

factory meat will prevent it.

Yes, many die of inKuenza and pneumonia every year (about 30,000 in the UK) but mainly fragile elderly folk with poor immune

function and other illnesses. Who wants to destroy economies and vax the world against the common cold and why? (The vax

companies are only interested in proits). Why does the cash strapped NHS spend millions sending out letters about unrequested

vax appointments to every UK household? The answers reveal the real elephant in the room.
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If concerns are that the heart can not be healed, how about hawthorn as heart support. healthy.net/.../hawthorn  I have talked to

four quadruple heart bypass patients, who all said that with hawthorn, they had stronger and more regular heartbeats, and while

they still needed their heart medications, with hawthorn and doctor's supervision, they also were able to take less of their

medications. Again I stress here, they were under doctor's supervision, talk to a good integrative MD or good naturopath. Never

reduce or increase medications on your own. Here is a good article about natural heart support:

draxe.com/.../natural-blood-thinners  What is not known commonly, is that heart remedies in nature, tend to thin the blood.

Fish oil, and the 4 Gs that thin the blood: Garlic, Ginger, Ginseng, Ginkgo all can help. Vinpocetin ditto. There are natural ways to

thin the blood .However, they each work differently, and to understand the mechanisms is important. People should not mix

natural remedies for blood thinning without an expert naturopathic physician's supervision, to avoid excess blood thinning action.

With the wrong mix, this can happen, although the right mix would likely be nothing but beneicial. But with good naturopathic

medical supervision, there are natural ways to go, and they may very likely and greatly reduce any side effects.
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Just had to comment again and ask those who can be critical of Dr. Mercola, to try to be more respectful in your comments. If you think

about it...he's dedicated his life to the betterment of health of all who will open their minds to natures cures. His property in FLA of

which he makes his living, helping others, took a major hit from that (most likely man-made) hurricane, mind you not complaining about

it. Its a big deal. He's still dedicated and working to help us all become healthier people. I've followed him for many years and respect

him. My sister Crystal talked very highly of him and worked from her home doing the very thing Dr. Mercola is doing. She changed my

life. God bless Dr. Mercola and all who are positively making this world a better place, even if just simply being here and caring for all

who will accept their help.
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SaritaSarah
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Agreed 100%! Despite the threats, Dr. Mercola and others continue to risk everything to bring us accurate information. We’d be

completely in the dark without them.
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Guillermou
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On the path of true science we will always ind Dr. Mercola. The assault and defamation of Dr. Mercola and other doctors and

scientists who dare to tell the truth about preventive and primary treatments, healing properties of biodynamic foods and

nutritional supplements cannot be tolerated. When the proits of the deep state including the agri-food and pharmaceutical

industries are at stake, dictatorship enters the picture. Dr. Mercola's research work and the statements and protocols of many

scientists have saved countless lives, equipping ordinary people with the tools they need to manage their health and avoid falling

victim to the death spiral of genetic weapons called "vaccines." ”.
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I had Delta varient, 15 months ago. No jabs, ever. Hospitalized for 12 days, no vent, 90% oxygen with severe Covid pneumonia, both

lungs. Fought it for a week at home. Pulse ox dropped to 83 so to the ER we went. Threw the whole Mercola arsenal at it but to no avail.

At the hospital I was given Remdisivir and some experimental drug normally used for rheumatoid arthritis. My adrenals crashed, and I

was put on 40 mg hydrocortisone just to get my blood pressure up to 90/60. When I got home I started regimen of quercetin, zinc, Vit C,

NAC, elderberry, curcumin. Slowly weaned off hydrocortisone,(down now to 5 mg) and much improved.

Still had severe joint pain, loss of taste and smell, brain fog, low stamina. I have chronic functional hypothyroidism and adrenal

insu�ciency. I take compounded T3/T4. No other drugs. Started back exercising slowly. Fast forward to September this year.

Chiropractor/healer suggested I go on her anti-inKammatory detox diet to reset my metabolism, ( gained 15 lbs with no change in

eating) and detox my liver. The diet was grueling but I did it as directed for 43 days and am now on maintenance. I inally feel free of the

Covid virus.

I have lost 22 lbs, no aches or pains, less brain fog, more stamina. Believe me it's been tested ! The diet consists of restricted portions

of clean, lean protein and certain vegetables and fruits, twice a day. No coffee, dairy, grains, or oils. Intermittent fasting from 6 p.m. to

11 a.m., homeopathic drops, and a natural appetite suppressant. First 5 days are rough but fairly easy after that. I believe the

inKammation theory is true and each person must work hard to igure out best way to rid themselves of the virus. You can feel good

again. Do the work. Keep the faith.
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warriormom - warrior indeed, inspiring. Thank you for providing your experience.
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Dear warriormom congratulate you for the willpower, the holistic healing therapies and the faith that you have put in recovering

your health..
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Truly inspiring to say the least. Too bad you were sinned against in the hospital!!!!!!
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You must understand that 'Long Covid' is a mechanism being employed to deKect liability. It is pseudo-theory in that it explains

everything, anything, and nothing - all at the same time. A “COVID illness” is due to: 1) Ordinary illnesses being relabeled as COVID due

to the invalid PCR test. 2) Being healthy being relabeled as asymptomatic COVID due to the invalid PCR test. 3) Illness from severe air

pollution (in China and Italy) being relabeled as COVID due to the invalid PCR test. 4) Fear and stress and isolation making you sick and

being relabeled as COVID due to the invalid PCR test.

5) Lack of vitamin D due to reduced sun exposure making you sick and being relabeled as COVID due to the invalid PCR test. 6) Toxic

masks and toxic nasal-swab PCR tests making you sick. The 2019+ quadrivalent Ku shots likely had toxins added to them in some

areas. We’re also being exposed to toxins via food/water/EMF etc. non-stop. 7) “COVID deaths” are due to remdesivir, ventilators,

sedatives and the clot shots. TPTB used 24/7 propaganda to hypnotize the masses into believing a global “pandemic” was real and that

hospitals were overwhelmed with “cases” when in fact most hospitals were near-empty in 2020 due to the lockdowns.

The only real pandemic is a pandemic of the vaccinated. It’s imperative that people stop ceding ground to fascists by reifying the Big Lie

that "Covid" is a unique disease and that it is responsible for a global pandemic. This only fortiies the narrative by implying that any

extra-ordinary response was ever necessary, that a single one of their “public health” diktats was legitimate.
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100% this! And bravo! Individuals who did not receive the COVID jab have their own experiences and are welcome to interpret

them as they see it. HOWEVER! The term "Long Covid" is a mechanism being employed to deKect liability. If you read the above

post by Maxwell53 and chose to be offended, might I suggest a reread, a rethink, or both might be in order? I don't mean in any

way to trivialize what Dr. Mercola has done. After all, I have been a fan for many years and remain one. I do wish he wouldn't

succumb to using the terms that the powers that be want us all to use (to deKect liability.) And in fact, it would be nice to see the

title and text ixed, as it is never too late to undo damage done. Of anything.
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Many black rappers have passed away young these past 2 years: September 28, 2022 - Coolio, rapper age 59 - Famous song:

“Gangster’s Paradise.” Coolio had recently performed in Australia in 2022 where he had to be fully vaccinated and boosted. Biz Markie,

Bombastic Rapper Behind 'Just a Friend,' Dies at 57 - 2021. DMX - 2021. Black Rob - 2021. Ecstasy (John Fletcher) from Whodini - age

56 - December 2020. Prince Markie Dee from Fat Boy - 2021. Shock G = Humpty Dump - 2021. Gift of Gab of Blackalicious - 2021.

Maybe they were at risk because of low levels of Vitamin D due to a) their darker skin color (impeding production of Vitamin D); and b)

working at night (concerts, clubs, etc) - that decreases amount of sunshine exposure that they got during the day. Plus, Bob Saget

(actor from “ Full House” and comedian) died relatively young too. He had also gotten a booster shot and was doing a comedy show

tour. Again, working at night. Plus he was overweight/obese.
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I follow a substack: "News from the Underground by Mark Crispin Miller."  He follows celebrity and others' adverse reactions.

 markcrispinmiller.substack.com   I'm not a medical professional - but would concur with your assessment.
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Thank you for bringing this awareness, Elizabeth! We hear about the athletes—both professional and high school—but I’ve yet to

see anyone acknowledge the hip hop musicians who’ve died because of the jab.
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The list is long across the world and yet not a dent in the injection machine and those responsible. Think about that considering

all we have witnessed and know over these past 3 years now. Not ONE individual responsible for the intentionality of all of it has

remotely been held accountable...not ONE! If not so tragic I would applaud the beauty of executing the absolute perfect crime.

Astonishing really...
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With all that I've seen and read; I would imagine that the total deaths, globally, from the nanobot shot, are now at least in the

Hundreds of Thousands! It's not as if TPTB are going to "inform" us!
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This Was A Crime Against Humanity And Should Be Addressed By Nuremberg Trials!
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So far no one is getting jailed for these crimes. There seems to be no accountability, no mention of a Nuremberg trial either.

Getting away with Murder comes to mind.
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They will laugh in the faces of the dead and dying as long as they can not be sued, and are not dragged out of their castles by

mobs with torches, pitchforks and rope.  These ARE Dr. Frankenstein's - their monster is rampaging.
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Julie Powell, author of “Julie/Julia” that was made into a movie by Nora Ephron (starring Meryl Streep), died at age 49 from cardiac

arrest last month (October 2022). She got double vaccinated and 2 boosters. In fact, she was very vocal against people who questioned

these vaccines. Julie was complaining about weird symptoms on Twitter. A day before she died, she developed hairy black tongue, that

her doctor told her was harmless. She was only 49.
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She got a hairy black tongue and the quack "doctor" said its normal???   These aren't "doctors - they are worse than the medieval

barber like Theodoric of York and his able assistant Brumhilda (More leeches!! - well this person needs a good blood letting!! - it

is obvious they are suffering from an imbalance of bodily humours and possibly a small toad or dwarf in her stomach) Corrupt

Q-U-A-C-K-S!
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Today's doctors are, indeed, the dregs of society. I hope I never run into one. I think they hide out in public like I r s employees.

Ever meet someone who proudly proclaims "I work for the I r s"? You never will.
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Martix
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Can't stand Meryl Streep anymore !!!!!They're all fake !!!!!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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This is just a horriic story, so tragic, beyond merely sad, and quite horrifying to read about the doctor saying a black/hairy tongue

is normal. It's just a case in point, that when something escapes the mainstream medical radar, doctors dismiss it as "normal"

and say something is in your head, see a shrink and take an anxiety pill. Guess what Doc, natural medicine has the diagnostic

answers, and mainstream medicine has been out-performed! Traditional Chinese Medicine reads tongue colors. A purple tongue

is a sign according to TCM, of blood stasis (read, heart issues) and a black tongue can be a sure sign of oncoming death in a

matter of only days! Nothing wrong eh? What's up, Doc? I think doctors need medical school training....real medical school

training....it's called naturopathic medicine.

Sorry docs if this offends, but it is absolutely true. Consistently, I ind that naturopaths have far more ine tuned diagnostic

yardsticks, and way more diagnostic tools, than the mainstream. And they search out underlying causes, playing detective, using

their brains. Sorry doctors,if this offends it can not be helped, it is a call for really responsible action and taking that

responsibility just goddamned seriously. If a person comes in with a black/hairy tongue, Of Course something is wrong! I agree

with RedRavenSounds in calling it quackery to pronounce such things as "normal". "If I only had a heart...if I only had a brain..."
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depadoo
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I am going to pass this along to my daughter. She is 2 years post her infection which was very mild. Did not get the jab when available.

She was told her antibody tests were off the chart and advised not to. She is part of a long haul study that has done nothing for. Her

MRI shows her autonomic nervous system is affected. The MRI from 2019 was all clean. Her conditions change every few months. First

she experienced symptoms of heart issues while all tests were good. Then she developed allergic reactions to things she had no

allergies to.

The latest is all the UTIs. Her brain does not signal her when she needs to urinate. So now she sets an alarm to go. It's sounds crazy but

she's a special ed teacher and easily loses track of time with her students. After two years her taste and smell are returning. Just

starting to get energy back. It's been going to work and in bed by 6. Who knows what the next round will bring. She has found some

relief with acupuncture. Her body doesn't absorb vit b so advised to do an IV.

Of course insurance covers none of this. She also takes vit d, zinc, quercetin and few other supplements. I feel so helpless because her

quality of life is affected physically, mentally and emotionally. I've been talking to her about spike proteins. I've been researching energy

work such as rife as well as colloidal silver. I understand her reluctance as the medical experts have done nothing. Sorry for rambling I

just feel helpless but I've said that
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Prayers for your daughter. I'm so sorry. May God bless her with whole healing. Matthew 18:19 ESV / 22 helpful votes Helpful Not

Helpful Again I say to you, if two of you agree on earth about anything they ask, it will be done for them by my Father in heaven.
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Guillermou
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Dear Dapadoo, my soul aches to hear your words. These suggestions may help: Vitamins B12, B6 and folio can also be taken in

their active form and take digestive enzymes for better adsorption from food. Mitochondrial Dysfunction is a cause of cognitive

disorders Important nutrients and cofactors for mitochondrial function are all B vitamins, magnesium, omega-3 fat, CoQ10, PQQ.

acetyl-L-carnitine, D-ribose and alpha lipoic acid. Exercise is also important for mitochondrial health and function. Fasting and

not eating at night (fasting from 16 to 18 hours) is healthy for the mitochondria, exercise and of course a good diet loaded with

nutrients and phytochemicals. Fisetin, quercetin and curcumin are excellent senolytics to restore mitochondrial function. You see

my post. A big hug. Guillermo
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Please look into Iodine (Lugol's) and MMS (CD - Chlorine Dioxide, CDS - Chlorine Dioxide Solution). A parasite protocol might also

be beneicial. Dr. Lee Merritt (drleemerritt.com) has info on parasites and CD on her website. There are also many books

available but you may want to join a couple Telegram groups to get speciic advice, it is one of the only remaining platforms that

aren't deleting the groups talking about alternative treatments for the virus, jab recovery, and overall recovery from the Ku,

malaria, cancers etc. Use a browser such as Brave or at minimum a different search engine other than Google. Like Mercola,

much of the best information is being censored/suppressed. Latin American countries were able to stop the virus with CD (and

intravenous CDS), they have also performed studies to prove the effectiveness. Take a deep breath, there are still very good Drs

and people around, you can help her.
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Sorry to hear what she is going through, as it sounds so familiar. She needs to look at the MRI contrast from 2019 as the start of

her symptoms, rather than only the infection and which can exacerbate the infection symptoms: Gadoliniumtoxicity.com
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oh, depadoo, I feel for you! My daughter took a few jabs, but I now believe she is waking up. At least her husband is (and he is the

inal say in their household). She lost central vision in one eye from a retinal blood clot which they blamed on a strange

pregnancy issue? She also had a hole in her heart (where did that come from at 33?) that she had to have surgery on and now her

heart Kutters and Kutters and Kutters. She had a bad car accident and hit a telephone pole and the diagnosis for that was that

she was dehydrated! All this happened in the last 18 months and she takes those shots like clockwork! She was in perfect health,

in her early 30's. I KNOW what has caused all these strange things to happen to her. Truly her health was superior. Not so much

anymore . . .
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Har1272 they compared her 2019 MRI which was over a year prior to the post MRI.
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Maritt
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Vitamin B1 deiciency www.hormonesmatter.com/mitochondria-energy-not-genetics-underlies-heal..
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Depadoo, this is not a diagnosis, neither is it a recommendation for treatment. Instead, I am suggesting this is something you

can ask a doctor about who is familiar with these syndromes. Being brand new on the medical frontier, such doctors are

regrettably, hard to ind. See here pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/26966931  and here https://www.mastcell360.com  For doctors who

work with this, see the Mast Cell Activation Summit. Excellent. God bless.
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stickybud
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I am coming around to the belief that there is no virus that causes 'COVID-19', and that the symptoms (especially 'long covid') are solely

a result of the injections - irst the winter inKuenza jabs of 2019, and subsequently the C-19 'vaccines'. Others may have simply had the

'Ku'. I have seen it claimed previously elsewhere, that the deaths of all the elderly people in 2020 were the result of those folks having

been given the 'Ku' jab in late 2019 (and, perhaps, graphene oxide in it being activated by 5G). It would be interesting to know the

percentage of the other, younger, sufferers of the disease - before the 'vaccines' appeared - who similarly had taken the 2019 'Ku' jab.

I never have 'Ku' jabs (nor C-19 jabs, for that matter), and don't remember the last time I even had a cold, let alone C-19. My partner

hasn't had any 'Ku' jabs (she had 3x C-19 jabs, which I believe were placebos), and has remained healthy over the past 3 years. However,

it seems that our families, and other people we know who caught 'covid' (several times, most of them), mainly seem to have had the 'Ku

jab last year. If they can lie about what's in the injections, and their e�cacy; if they can force them into little kids, and continue to push

them on to the public as 'safe and effective', then it's no great stretch to believe the above.
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depadoo
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My daughter hasn't had a vaxx since those required for school ...about 30 years ago. She doesn't take antibiotics or other

prescribed drugs. So something is going on with her
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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The DOD did a study in 2018 on the effects of Flu Vaccines on coronavirus infections for those in the military. They found that a

Ku vaccine increases your chances of catching a coronavirus by 36%. At the time there were 6 known human strains of

coronaviruses. It sure is coincidental that this study was completed in Aug 2018 almost exactly 1 year prior to the Wuhan Lab

Leek. Where does Fauci get half his salary from? THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE (DOD)!! So Fauci knew all about the increased

risks of getting sick from coronaviruses in 2018. Fast forward to 2020 and it is FAUCI insisting that everyone get the Flu jabs so

you don't get the Ku and covid-19 at the same time. The man is the picture of EVIL and shall burn in hell!
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The DOD inished a study on their troops in Aug 2018. The study was on how FLU jabs affect the chances of catching some other

virus. They found that Ku jabs increases your risk of getting a coronavirus infection by 36%. Look at the timing of this. They

completed this study almost exactly 1 year before the SARS-Cov-2 coronavirus was leaked from a lab in China that was being

funded in part the DOD. Half of Fauci's $400,000+ salary comes from the DOD budget. So Fauci knew 2 years prior to Covid19

that Ku shots increases your chances of catching a coronavirus by 36%. What was his #1 advice going into the 2020 Ku

season??? GET THE FLU VACCINE! This was premeditated GENOCIDE!
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axkershaw
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Cuba developed a Covid vaccine. Russia & China also. The Cuban jab was tested and used in Iran and other countries.

oncubanews.com/en/cuba/soberana-02-is-100-effective-in-preventing-seri..  Sinovac was used in Ecuador. Its reputation for being

safer brought several gringos to Ecuador to get their certiied jab. I got a hacked certiication to avoid the jab since I have natural

immunity. At the age of 77+ in Feb. 2020, I woke up and could not smell the coffee. I also had a sore throat.  Fear can be a motivator. I

put 50ml of H2O2, zinc gluconate from a capsule and two drops of tincture of propolis in a spray bottle. I sprayed my face while inhaling

deeply just four times.

Less than 5 hours later I could smell the coffee and no sore throat. According to stats on Worldometer, USA has 3,286 deaths per

million. Cuba 754, Iran 1,681, China 4, India 377, Japan 379, Russia 2,682, Taiwan 569, world average 849.

www.worldometers.info/coronavirus  That is a huge variance for a disease that is supposedly universally deadly.  We need to have an

investigation to determine the reasons for that variance. Any bets we get it? This may be one of the reasons for China's extraordinary

results. nexusnewsfeed.com/article/geopolitics/tons-of-vitamin-c-to-wuhan/  China's GDP growth did not slow much during Covid. The

"Free World's" slowed or even shrunk. China used the pandemic to increase its economy. The "Free World" used the plandemic to enrich

the billionaires and impoverish the 99%.
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It's been pointed out many times since the beginning of the pandemic why the death stats are skewed so heavily towards the

USA. #1: We are the most obese with the most comorbidities (type-2, High Blood Pressure, coronary artery disease, kidney

disease, liver disease, etc). The spike protein attacks every organ that plays into that list of diseases. So that makes the US

population the most vulnerable to those diseases. #2: Remdesivir was the only approved drug for treating covid-19 patients. It

requires being put asleep and a respirator while they feed this drug intravenously.

The US was the only country to approve this drug for Covid. It was a FAILED Fauci/Gates drug for the treatment of Eboli in Africa.

Of the 4 drugs on trial for Eboli, Remdesivir was the only drug pulled from the trial due to it KILLING the patients it was tested on

(you can't make this up). At the beginning of the pandemic, this information on Remdesivir was readily available. Due to posters

like me providing links to the documentation on Remdesivir, it is now being censored.

It is the main reason no one was allowed to visit their loved ones that were hospitalized for covid-19. They didn't want people

seeing their loved one's drowning in their own bodily Kuids (kidney failure) and investigating why they were being pumped full of

saline while their kidneys were shut down. Look up Dr. Ardis. Since he was a doctor he was allowed in the hospital to visit his

father for covid-19 infection. Dr. Ardis found his father in a coma, drowning in bodily Kuids, and being pumped full of Remdesivir

and Saline.....MURDER!

He tried to save his father's life by removing the IV and Remdesivir, but it was too late. #4: Other countries like S. Korea (where I

am today) used proven coronavirus treatments like HCQ and Zinc to treat anyone and everyone who tested positive and/or had

symptoms of Covid-19. Almost no one died (statistically speaking). HCQ was BANNED in the USA for covid-19 after Trump

suggested using it.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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“Probing possible side effects presents a dilemma to researchers: They risk fomenting rejection of vaccines that are generally safe,

effective, and crucial to saving lives,” Science writes. Wonk waaah, wrong. This and the way everything has been handled in the Planned

Scamdemic screams these Jab/s are not vaccines. The business soup to nuts is one giant grand experiment. To say nothing about

vaccines the general public have been trained to be accustomed too under the heading Safe & Effective. There is concern while a short

list of some long used and known vaccines may have a limited use if people were screened to prevent negatives, the list of those said

to be Safe & Effective is extremely long, most likely dispensed to many at a time with little if no thought about interactions or long-term

consequences.
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Yes, Just, lies mixed with ignorance, disinformation and hidden data about the truth of a gene therapy, called "vaccines". The lies

of Biden, Fauci and Walensky are being exposed. Dr. Naomi Wolf indicted the perpetrators of the Wuhan coronavirus pandemic,

accusing them of conspiring to commit mass murder. Wolf named Tony Fauci, Rochelle Walensky of the CDC, and Francis Collins

of the NIH as co-conspirators in the genocide. Dr. Jane Ruby also said that Dr. Rochelle Walensky, who heads the CDC, are among

the Wuhan coronavirus co-conspirators, people and agencies that planned the mandatory injection program in 2015.

She added that everything the CDC has made and published on its website and other o�cial communications amounts to fraud

and lies in the conspiracy to commit acts of murder and terrorism against the people of the United States of America.

www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/09/didnt-age-cdc-chief-says-will-no-forc..

 www.brighteon.com/4b8b8668-8247-46a9-bed8-ca3265bcfca7  (03/14/2022).- Dr. Mercola also posted advice for the

vaccinated at the end of these reports: 1. THE MANY WAYS IN WHICH COVID VACCINES MAY HARM YOUR HEALTH

www.lewrockwell.com/2021/05/joseph-mercola/the-many-ways-in-which-covi..  2. MIGHT COVID INJECTIONS REDUCE

LIFESPAN? www.lewrockwell.com/2021/07/joseph-mercola/might-covid-injections-redu..
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They claim the jab has saved millions of lives. How is that proven? How do you prove a negative?
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juststeve, har and everyone. My suspicions are the worldwide estimate will be 20 million from the shots, cancers, heart

conditions, neurological conditions, SADS and more over the next 3 to 5 years. Just a guess? Nope, pieces are falling into place

with those taking booster shots, no easy way to share myriad sub-stack articles proving this out, step by step along the

way...these guys and gals are amazing at interpreting statistics and predicting future path if nothing changes.
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Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM
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It's bad enough to develop medical treatments and "vaccines" that not only don't work, but do more harm that the actual virus that they

are supposed to protect against, but it's a whole other level of horrendous to discover just how bad these treatments are and continue

to promote them to an ever increasing number of victims. There is a special place in hell for people like these.
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jamNjim
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In their minds, they are saving the planet. It's all part of the "New World Order, The Green New Deal, and Build Back Better

agendas of the World Economic Forum and the WHO. Gates and Fauci are part of that agenda (depopulation).
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goo6050
Joined On 2/1/2021 3:07:38 PM
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Bottom line: Depopulation.
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Rosebud10000
Joined On 12/12/2016 1:59:16 AM
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Hmmm, I wonder why a national pathology group in my country is "not offering" Troponin I (the myocardial speciic one) right now.

Concerned about an avalanche of elevated results maybe? Must'nt upset the apple cart? OK I'm probably getting into conspiracy theory

territory now. Crazy me.
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hskiprob
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No wonder we are so sick: Quick History: Having been infected with Covid-19 in early Sept. 2021 and unvaccinated, not even a Ku

vaccine ever. However I did receive all the childhood 1958ish, military 1972 (and a few tetanus+ vaccines 2014, over the years. I've also

be exposed more then normal to pesticides and various environmental toxins. I worked in a motorcycle shop and in pest control as a

young man. We know that toxins, viruses, bacteria and fungi are likely isolated and stored in our bodies and are unable to, neutralized,

kill and/or excrete them all.  When we are young our bodies are able for the majority of time, keep them in check or with minor

symptoms. Theory: As we age, our overall toxicity levels increase from our food, environmental toxins and natural pathogens.

We can get into trouble as our food can even be a trigger as a immune suppressant or if we are inKected by other natural or lab

formulated viruses, bacteria, and fungi. Finding the correct diet to increase our immune system, without increasing the defense toxins

within our pant based foods that we eat becomes increasing important for those in especially their golden years. Were are unknowingly

and knowingly pumping in toxins into our bodies in massive qualities, pathogens in vaccines, defense toxins in plant based foods,

naturally existing pathogens and environmental toxins. Diagnostics and of course either chelating, neutralizing, killing or excreting them

out of our systems would be beneicial. No wonder we are so sick.
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM
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I call for criminal charges and trials. Insist your public servants enforce the laws. Start with murder, biological weapons research, RICO

threats of license for speaking truth ... (followed by a long list). RonaldHLevine4548@yahoo.com
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM
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"Long Covid" my Aunt Annies fanny! They have destroyed their immune system! Cancers are running RAMPANT! As well as all other

sorts of things. My sister in laws mother has a very unusual lesion - She is in her 80's heading for 90's - and because she is in a home

was forced to take the poison. She has a very unusual looking spot on her neck now, fast growing - I thought it was a necrotic spider

bite, but the more I think about it - I wonder if its isn't a Carposi's sarcoma?  DAMN these demons to hell for doing this to people!

 Please pray for her.  God Bless
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM
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A SICK society is simply the best business model for Pharma with injections and meds. Create the problem and provide the "only"

solutions thru high priced patented medications and injections. This was learned decades and decades ago and through those

decades these corporations have effectively bought off what they needed in congress to be where they are now. This is not new

nor is it rocket science. They get away with it all because they CAN. ZERO accountability anywhere to be seen. There is a reason

why so many more sickly people there are and especially the children. A goldmine of ongoing bodies to treat until they die. Like I

said a healthy society is simply not a good business model. Not sure really how EVERY one is not aware of what has been going

on for far far longer than wuh Ku era scamdemic. Just sayin...
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tmoran
Joined On 10/16/2012 2:19:53 PM
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I am an RN, was mandated mrna vaccines, and suffered heart and kidney damage. For last 9 months, I've been struggling with heart

palpitations, pounding, chest tightness/heaviness and SOB with physical activity, POTS symptoms, low BP, fatigue, brain fog, sleep

problems, joint pains etc. I tried LDN and Ivermectin for 3 weeks, it caused me real bad liver pains, so I stopped (not sure if it even

helped). To be completely honest with you, I didn't notice any improvements from taking any supplements recommended here... Except

methylene blue made a difference, gave me energy and cleared my brain fog, which allowed me to igure out how to help myself. I take

MB 1-3 drops in the morning and wear red laser watch right after for 30 min (I also use LED red light therapy bed 3-4 times a week).

These work together, and some centers do IV MB with red laser watch combined. Anyhow, I found a place to get UVBI (ultraviolet blood

irradiation) with ozone, and got 5 treatments, which made a huge difference! I am in NE OH, and can't ind EBOO here (blood iltration

and ozonation), there are places in FL and CA: www.amaskincare.com/what-is-long-haul-covid-syndrome

 www.lifeworkswellnesscenter.com/ozone-therapy/extracorporeal-blood-oxy..  I decided to set up home ozone therapy, found great info

on O3academy website.

I bought ozone generator from dr O solutions, oxygen concentrator from amazon (93% O2), low Kow regulator, and make my own

ozonated water and do ozone insu�ations almost every day (sinus, ear, vaginal and rectal). This whole set up costed me around $500

and it's the most bang for the buck! It gives so much energy, and I almost feel back to being normal again after doing this. Also, I

deinitely believe HBOT is very beneicial too. I bought it from Newtowne Hyperbarics, I use it 2-3 times a week, and have been very

pleased with results (around $6K). I believe ozone and oxygen therapies are the most powerful therapies out there.
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stickybud
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Hopefully, one day you will be reimbursed the cost of all your life-saving interventions, together with massive compensation for

the injuries that were forced upon you.
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StarPowerVitD
Joined On 4/19/2021 7:44:27 AM
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Lots to ix from the covid shots. Aggressive cancer is just one of the resultant problems. Learn about fenbendazole now. Detailed Case

Reports of how fenbendazole eradicated various metastatic cancers (breast, colon, esophageal, melanoma) at

fenbendazole.substack.com
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stickybud
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It's interesting that fenbendazole is an anti-parasitic, like Ivermectin, which is also being found to be effective against cancer.

Now I'm thinking that the explosion of cancer over the past several decades is due to the body's immunity against these invaders

being weakened by insu�cient diet, food additives, emf, and chemicals in the environment.
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jsmccord7
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Not only heart problems.....I know people that had the stick rammed up their snout and went to the hospital with strokes....mini strokes

what have you.A lot of junk on the end of those nylon tips. Anybody out there that has the "Corona Plan" screen shots that were on the

Rockefeller Foundation website from March/April 2020..?? It was all there then taken down once the link was circulated.I saved the link

but I wish I would have taken screens shots to show everyone how this was all planned out.The Corona Plan was dated 2010/2011.
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stickybud
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Hi JS, here is a link for you - if you click it, it should download a PDF of the document (check your downloads folder, if you don't

get a toolbar notiication): www.nommeraadio.ee/.../Rockefeller%20Foundation.pdf
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stickybud
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PS - for your interest, I found the link in this article: humansbefree.com/2020/09/rockefeller-foundation-pandemic-prison-state...
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Investigative journalist Harry Vox ilmed 2014 https://youtu.be/wuOxG-rnj30  This interview may interest you Or listen to this Full

length presentation of 1969 lecture by G. Edward Gri�n. How prophetic his words have become. www.youtube.com/watch
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Every disease and every treatment can have many different effects, some of which might be seen as positive and some negative. In

addition, positive and negative are judgements that can vary from person to person. The nomenclature of disease effects, prevention

effects, treatment effects, side effects, and placebo effects are distractions from the total reality. Disease effects are those caused by

the disease causes and it's consequences. Treatment effects are those caused by any action undertaken to prevent, diagnose, treat, or

cure any aspect of the disease or its consequences. The treatment might be intentionally positive - for holistic treatments or

intentionally negative for reductionist treatments.

Both diseases and treatments can produce short and long term positive and negative effects which can range from cure to signs and

symptoms, to death. It is useful to view potentially dangerous preventatives and treatments as if they are disease causes. Every disease

or treatment has holistic and reductionist effects that have a general statistical proile and an individual proile for each patient that

depends on the individual dose of the disease or treatment causes vs the health of the patient. When a treatment causes diagosable

miocarditis in some patients, we should not be surprised if it causes a lesser miocarditis in most or all patients.

For every disease cause and every treatment cause we have a general statistical proile of consequences while at the same time "your

mileage may vary." For this reason every patient and doctor needs the freedom and the responsibility for informed consent for every

treatment. To your health, Tracy Ps. It is important to remember that we have no knowledge and no control over the actual ingredients

of any speciic vaccine injection. There is no informed content and no independent quality control.
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RedRavenSounds
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If people don't get sick - they don't make money, honey. "Curing" an ailment is the LAST thing on Big Pharma- AMA's mind.  Go to

your used book store and ind one (the older the better,relatively) on herbal medicine. Before all of this it was the wise woman in

the village who was the apothecary and mid-wife.  The engineered horrors that big pharma is rolling in cash from, are (not the

mRNA though - THAT is truly Frankenstein's nano-monster) synthesized and patented from the herbs, fungi and plants that the

LORD has provided. Big Pharma creates abominations and plays GOD (Hint - God HATES that - and the blasphemy that goes with

it!!).    God Bless.
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Hi Redraven. I kept my book on herbal gardens and medicines. I am soooooo glad now. (I am a book freak and I have waaaayyyy

to many books)
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I listened to a presentation by a researcher (sorry, I don't remember the name) who was studying the placebo effect. He said that

when he was doing trials on people with a conirmed ailment where half were given the new medication and half were given the

placebo, there were always some in the placebo group whose ailment would either dramatically improve or completely resolve.

These weren't people who "thought" they were sick, they actually were sick. His belief is that people have the power to heal

themselves and has turned his research to study that and see if he can prove it.
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Jackaroni guess what happens when a placebo cures, or when a patient on the placebo arm of a trial is cured? Nothing. The cure

is simply ignored because logically, placebos can't cure. Nothing to see here. Look for the real cause of the cure? Not important.

It's just a "placebo effect" - to be ignored. To your health, Tracy
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My concern is that the parallel medical/health/treatment structures that are emerging not fall prey to the greed and exploitation

pervasive in the conventional system from whence many of them came. Long covid may or may not exist, thankfully this is being

evaluated. What has been demonstrated to exist is the inancial exploitation of people slapped with the diagnosis du jour’.
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I observed the myocarditis more than a year ago. Subclinical AUTOIMMUNE myocarditis. And the more WIRELESS EXPOSURE you have,

the worse it all will be. Those who keep their killer smart phones in their left shirt pocket are even more damaged. Between the killer

effects of inadequately regulated wireless technology (thanks wireless industry capture of the FCC) and the killer effects of the C shots,

(thanks to FRAUDCI's manipulation of FDA, NIH, HHS, NIH, NIAID, plus the Trump and Biden administrations on behalf of personal proit

and Big Pharma.) If the cardiac damage from your C shots doesn't get you irst, the shot associated cancers, dementia or these:

forbiddenknowledgetv.net/white-mystery-clots-scientists-weighing-in-fr..

 forbiddenknowledgetv.net/worldwide-exclusive-embalmers-ind-veins-and-..

 forbiddenknowledgetv.net/embalmer-richard-hirschman-reveals-novel-clot..

 reKexivityspace.org/2022/08/12/warning-graphic-material-removal-of-ma..  will.

Bryan Ardis' ideas about the venom aspects of the spike proteins improve cellular immunity more than anything else I have seen.

I'm removing my venom-like molecules (from "shedding" exposure, not from taking any C shots) energetically. Nicotine/tobacco kills

lots of germs, which I've known for decades, so the gum will do much more than dislodge the spike-venom molecules. I tried it and it

did exactly what I expected-made me feel really sick. I'm inclined to use Ivermectin to do it chemically. I have some liquid (intended for

injection that I would use orally) and some horse paste. They both muscle test as being vastly less contaminated than human

pharmaceuticals.
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How many teens, 20s, 30s or 40s individuals need drop dead out of the blue before someone (in the pro-vaccine camp) stands up to

say; “The vaccines might be causing these death?” There needs to be a waive of people to say this. We already know what mainstream

news media and BigPharma thinks of those who refuse the vaccines and thinks that we are not making a wise decision. And then you

have the government agencies collecting vital statistics but will not tell the public how many deaths were caused by the vaccines. Dr.

Mercola greatly informs us but mainstream media has only told us about the deaths in the US having outpaced births in 2020 and 2021.

They do not speculate or tell us why this is happening. To say the public is being misinformed, mislead and lied to is an

understatement.  Got to keep those BigPharma ad dollars rolling in, I guess!
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How many more must drop dead? It will either take deaths of several VERY HIGH PROFILE and WELL LOVED American athletes,

or many children of an overwhelming number of people.
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COVID-19, the disease, consists of many illness elements, each of which has a different present cause, and each of which - therefore -

requires a different cure. The WHO/ICD lists dozens of disease codes for COVID-19, most of which are vaccinations. The WHO assigns

disease codes to vaccines - yes, being vaccinated is a disease. However there are a few real illnesses that are assigned codes,

COVID-19 infection, COVID-19 pneumonia, and POST-COVID, for example. There are also several illness elements of COVID that are not

assigned disease codes, like anosmia - loss of smell, and inability to breathe. Long COVID is actually another list of illness elements,

each of which requires a different cure (if possible). However, our medical systems, having no theory of cure, track preventatives and

"disease" collections, but not cures. Calling it "long COVID" or "Post COVID syndrome" is a failure to treat individual cases . Every cure is

an anecdote, an individual case - so cures are ignored. When cures are ignored, diseases like Long COVID, and even COVID-19, become

monsters we cannot understand.
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Long Covid is the new Chronic Fatigue Disorder (CFD). Now we're connecting the dots. There appears to be a direct correlation between

the jabs and long covid. So, I'm wondering if CFD isn't another side effect of all the jabs people get just to be able to attend public

schools. Then you have the Healthcare professionals who are forced to take Ku shots the rest of their working years. Of course diet is

everything. I'm living proof of that. I put my RA in remission with what I call a "cave man" diet.  It's low-carb/high protein & iber. RA is an

autoimmune disease. CFD, Fibromyalgia, Lupus, and many others are similar in that they are all autoimmune diseases and they all make

you feel weighed down/depressed/tired/unmotivated. I can tell you from experience, changing your lifestyle isn't easy.

It often means giving up your career. If you have a desk job it only makes matters worse. It is all too tempting to drink alcohol for these

conditions. Alcohol does provide temporary relief but adds to the problem (no different from pharmaceuticals) when used too much.

Eventually, you will use too much because each drink becomes less effective so you need more. Just Avoid the temptation. It will only

make matters worse. I've read and witnessed where Marijuana offers major relief from CFD, and other autoimmune disorders, so could

it help with Long Covid and/or Jab-induced long covid? Anything that reduces stress should help if used in moderation. I ind hiking

through the woods and scavenging the forest for a snack the best stress reliever.
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Yeah, I got that swine Ku shot in 1975 or 76. I had the Ku really bad the year before and the next year the swine Ku was on the

rampage and the Ford Administration had pushed a vaccine through for it. It was the usual scare tactics. The public schools were

scaring all us students with it and convincing us to tell our parents to vaccinate us! I did just that and go the Ku twice that Ku

season. Luckily, I didn't fall victim to the contaminated shots. Or did I?
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It was the Winter of 75-76. My iance and I stood in a very long line in a mall and as we started to get close, they said they ran out

and sent everyone away, thank God.
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My Hashimotos,with brain involvement, [Autoimmune Cerebritis] which 3 functional medicine doctors think was caused by EBV, has

nearly all the above mentioned symptoms. along with those of ibromyalgia and chronic fatigue symptom added in. Would this protocol

for restoring the immune system, if i could somehow get "Restore" help with EBV? How to get Restore? Could an Immunologist help me,

better than a Neurologist? I am afraid of mainstream doctors..they dismiss me and want high dose steroids. I don't want to do

immunoglobulin therapy , as was suggested as well, or the high dose steroids, commonly used to treat my condition I feel like

addressing the EBV makes more sense.. Thank you
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even though unvaxed, had terrible covid, lost 10kg as couldnt eat etc. and before during and after taking many of the good supplements

mentioned. And also seems like long covid after with brain fog, no energy and cough and lots of [phlegm. But as Randyfast mentioned

in comment below could be extra infection from spraying or who knows what.
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wmcresearch.substack.com/p/my-current-assessment-of-sars-cov?utm_sourc..

 stevekirsch.substack.com/p/the-cdc-is-now-blocking-my-emails?utm_sourc..  twitter.com/.../1592040557936795648
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The only infection that affects humanity is stupidity. Stupidity raised to the rank of supreme "cunning". So, the stupidity has a name: the

artiicial intelligence. And a body. Your body. Do you enjoy it? Of course you are, because this is your best choice ever. You do not have

other options
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The unintentional pandemic of 1917, that was neither Spanish nor the Ku, was brought to a halt by the Natural Hygienists (aka,

orthopathy) via wholesome diet, dietary supplementation, controlled fasting, and hygiene. So too is how this intentional pandemic shall

be effectively attenuated and managed.
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More Deadly Than War - G. Edward Gri�n www.youtube.com/watch  A very important Full length presentation of 1969 lecture by G.

Edward Gri�n. How prophetic his words have become.
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It could be that EMFs and speciically 5G are causing COVID and long COVID. 5G was installed mostly in 2019 and 2020 but continues

to be rolled out with more complete coverage. Some researchers ought to do a study in a way the takes EMF exposure into account so

that potential cause can be examined.
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In the 1960s, the drug business decided to get the Congress to give them a get out of jail free card concerning the various treatments

for the Flu. The obvious threat by the drug industry was to not treat people for the Ku if they became liable for doing so. Our congress at

the time passed legislation that gave them this complete release of liability. The catch here is if Fraud was involved. Then they became

completely vulnerable to law suits. Well, lying, hiding negative information, and a whole lot more is generally recognized as FRAUD.

Unless, like the ictional Godfather, you have all these legal people in your back pocket. Forget everything these same Congress people

say.

The results of their actual actions is what counts. But for that to happen, someone has to expose the truth. So far, the people exposing

the truth has not made that much of a difference. So if you control the news coming out, then getting away with murder is a real

possibility. We have a number of people in government by ordinary standards of justice should right now be in jail for manslaughter of a

whole bunch of elderly people in nursing homes. Because someone decided all those fatally ill people should go to these nursing

homes and spread the disease to other vulnerable older people. This is the elephant in the room that no one wants to really talk about.
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Why am I not surprised. Modern medicine is all about how much money they can pick out of the pocket of the patient. The main cash

cows of the past have been Heart Disease, Cancer, and of course various forms of Diabetes. The solution? Make it unproitable to treat

on going cash cows as a free lunch for the doctors. You either cure or you don't. That being said there are a number of avenues towards

inding cures for all of these cash cow illnesses. Most of which have been rejected by modern medicine even if they work. In the case of

this COVID? It is simply biological warfare against most of the population of this planet and is simply a world wide war designed to

reduce populations.

So why hasn't the Congress deined it and declared it a world wide war? Then using the War Powers Act or something similar we have

to regulate inKation. That brings up a very good question of HOW. Price controls will bring about shortages. Regulating proit might

work. Meaning the stores do not have the ability to raise prices beyond a certain proit margin. To be determined by government? Do not

have a very good faith in government solving anything. Recently Family Dollar and Dollar General were brought to task for having false

prices on products and the real price at the register made this fraud. Not the irst time this has happened.

I got bad news. Why are the major stores not prosecuted for doing the same thing? That makes the prosecution illegal under the equal

treatment under the law. You are not supposed to treat anyone different and discriminatory. That all comes down to the people

enforcing the laws deciding whom to prosecute and whom not to prosecute. My solution is simple enough. Make it illegal to pay a

doctor if the patient dies. That is all ready happening by the law profession because it takes a lot of time to get money out of an estate

for medical bills owed. There is always a possibility that the doctor involved in the death may be sued by the heirs.
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Does anyone know where we can buy the proprietary nutritional formula, Restore? My mother-in-law is suffering from recurring

pneumonia after having both covid shots and the actual covid infection. She,unfortunately, is a believer in the vax and it has caused

further complications with her CLL leukemia. Now she has constant recurring fevers and pneumonia "spots" on her lungs. If anyone

knows where to ind the product, I will get it for her.
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thank you so much for your ongoing dedication to sharing information.
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bonalindsay
Joined On 4/11/2016 5:48:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This isn’t a comment but a quest for help after severe covid ,unvaccinated, now constant headaches is resolve a product that can be

purchased to help this condition. from iona@bjc.co.uk

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/14/2022 9:14:09 AM
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Monocytes/neutrophils back up and congest lung tissues crippling resistance to further infections...because underpowered

macrophages can not dispose of them or incinerate garbage using H2O2.....So nebulizing H2O2 helps destroy pathogens and

debris...nebulized NAC enhanced glutathione and oral megadose Vit C activate macrophages as NAC thins and increases mucus Kow

to physically clean sinuses and lungs. And I must mention proteolytic enzymes that destroy errant proteins...so eat more pineapple and

papaya or take papain, bromelain, or some of the natto/lumbro kinases. Sun/sauna...YES!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

PLEASE seek ORGANIC pineapple and papaya. Very rare but all others are genetically modiied. 2 of the worst offenders.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dunno about the lungs beyond the nebulizer, but last week did some travelling and was nibbling on pineapple, dried mango and a

few apricots. The combined effect cleared out something in my gut AND my sinus...assuming endothelial cells are similar

wherever located, in the lungs, gut, sinus, whatever. So yes, this works!
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akc6728
Joined On 5/10/2021 1:41:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have recently been diagnosed with CIRS and Mast Cell Activation due to exposure to mold and fungus. I was in cytokine storm from

this exposure So I wonder if the patients who experienced severe reactions to both the virus and or the vaccine bodies were also worn

down like mine and experiencing CIRS. The main stream medical establishment does not acknowledge even with blood, urine, brain

scan, and nose swab labs to back this diagnosis up. i hope the group of medical providers from the ISEAI start speaking up and

publishing papers. A lot of the protocol for treating long haul Covid also is used in treating CIRS.
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VanTheMan88
Joined On 5/4/2022 10:21:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Now, Now, Galileo, you have to be careful of tying COVID-19 vaccine to complications...   "And yet it moves..."
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donald12
Joined On 4/24/2011 10:31:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In Time!
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Diggerman1
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:30:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I recommend people read Dr. Thomas Levey’s book “Rapid Virus Recovery” for advice on the use of 3% Hydrogen Peroxide against

COVID infection - it works!  I have had experience of it’s use. Also his understanding that Viruses, Bacteria and Fungi can set up Chronic

Pathogen Colonies in our bodies can in my mind explain why some people suffer “Long COVID”. I believe that the use of Hydrogen

Peroxide as described could in some cases overcome this.   Albert.
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nancymat
Joined On 2/5/2015 9:32:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Thomas Levy's book, "Rapid Virus Recovery" is available as a free ebook at:

foundationforhealthresearch.org/rapid-virus-recovery
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Around mid 2021, I purchased a brand new nebulizer for appx. $55.00 USD, from a local hospital appliance supplier, for the

purpose of inhaling H2O2 vapors against suspected Covid symptoms. But being somewhat lazy that I am, just like my electric

water pik where I use a simple dental syringe instead, I decided to just spray H2O2 into a tissue and hold it over my nose and

mouth to breathe the vapors, and it seemed to do very well. At least, "No news was good news". And the brand new nebulizer is

still in the box. As my late wife used to say, "Laziness is the mother of invention." lol

www.walmart.com/ip/Equate-3-Hydrogen-Peroxide-Topical-Solution-Antisep..  I might add that the H2O2 shelf at the Wally

pharmacy as been completely sold out and empty for the past few weeks???
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axkershaw
Joined On 7/8/2013 3:01:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I also got a nebulizer after reading Dr. Levy's book. I have found that though I had a tonsilectomy in 1947, there is still vestigial

tissue that is harboring pathogenic colonies. I have found that H2O2 +iodine + saline solution is dramatically shrinking the basal

cell carcinoma I have been battling for years. I expect it will be gone in a few days. I split the nebulizer session between inhaling

and topically treating the carcinoma. I have used several self treatments over the years that worked somewhat, but like Grulla, I

am lazy so I was not diligent enough to knock it totally down. The nebulizer works so well against the carcinoma that I should be

able to inish it off. From irst diagnosis in 1997 until 2014 turmeric was all I needed. Age and EMFs made turmeric less

effective. I am so happy I have found the nebulizer. I learned of topical use from one of the commentors here. Thank you.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How any times will you be lied to, if you don't know the truth? I have never regretted conducting "due diligence" so to obtain greater

insight and understanding. Encourage everyone to do the same. Thank you Dr. Mercola and community for being such an outstanding

resource. That said - this article is disturbing on many levels.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

bfr27915 thank you for your thoughts and insight also for the link, its much appreciated for any information that helps to clarify

or at least triggers other explanations.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Due diligence, Assessment, analyzation and horse sense work wonders!  People today walk around like zombies searching for a

BRAIN!
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pra3771
Joined On 6/18/2017 12:52:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Guide to Flu & Flu Vaccines — This “Mini Guide to inKuenza & Flu Vaccines” is a brief summary of facts about inKuenza and inKuenza

vaccines. This guide might be blocked or my Galaxy 9 Android cannot open it. This is an impressive article with so many useful links

and tools to help others. Dr. Mercola, THANK YOU!
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TrishaVLee
Joined On 7/21/2022 2:59:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Judy Mikovits claims there is no such thing as "long Covid". She says the long term symptoms suffered by some people are caused

by brain inKammation; nothing more, nothing less.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I get confused, some doctors say there is a Covid 19 virus, others say there isn't, that its the bodies own way of ridding the toxins

from the body. Others say its 5G. Others say its a man made lab bio weapon. Or that it was just big lie an excuse to get the real

bio weapons, (the jabs) into the human race. I'm tried of this 3 years long Covid 19 crisis, I just want it to inish, but seems the

cotrollers now have a war distraction and climate distraction and on and on.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MoMac46 - I strive for full-disclosure and transparency. I'm confused, but keep striving for awareness and truthfulness._____

From a great substack - "The Forgotten Side of Medicine - A Midwestern Doctor." "There has been a highly vocal minority of the

anti-mandate movement that has argued the COVID-19 pandemic policies are Kawed because they are based on the erroneous

assumption that the virus exists in the irst place. Because the catastrophic failures within the health establishment have greatly

increased public skepticism towards “o�cial” scientiic positions, this message has gained a signiicant degree of traction within

a vocal minority of our movement.

It is extremely important to remember that just because some scientiic positions are wrong, this does not mean all scientiic

positions are wrong. My hope through sharing my thought process in analyzing this issue is that it can provide some insights into

how we can all assess controversial and complex scientiic issues."

amidwesterndoctor.substack.com/p/thoughts-on-the-existence-of-viruses
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tired of the covid crisis and you just want it to inish? This is the song that never ends, it just goes on and on my friend...
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Judy knows what she's talking about. BTW; why do most people seem to be totally ignoring 5G as one of the main culprits? Do

they all have short memories?
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Beentheredonethat2
Joined On 7/10/2017 12:47:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

bfr27915--according to the genius work of Dr. Royal Rife, viruses do exist. He not only was able to ind them and photograph

them using the most advanced microscope ever developed, by him no less, but he was able to kill them as well. Of course, like

Tesla, his work was ridiculed and inancial support dried up because curing is much less proitable than treating. Had things

been different, his work would have destroyed the pharmacology industry. Emergency/ trauma medical procedures would still be

necessary and beneicial but most other venues of allopathic medicine would just be useless. Following is a link to a very good

article which covers terrain vs germ theories as well as a good bit of info on Dr. Rife's works. It is lengthy but ever so edifying.

Peace, Love and Light to you and all my fellow Mercolians. Stan:

medcraveonline.com/IJVV/who-had-their-inger-on-the-magic-of-life---an..
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's exactly what the shots and covid-19 cause. So what's the difference? Something caused brain inKammation. This article

suggests the shots caused it. GET IT? It's called root-cause analysis. You are falling in line with the medical system. They will

treat the symptoms, not the disease. The disease is caused by the mRNA jabs.
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